
IRDBF post conference tour                                            

Germany, June 2016 

    There is so much more to discover than... 

Therefore the association of the German Red Cattle Breeders is pleased to 

invite you to the IRDBF post conference tour ´16 to Germany         ! 

Visit some extraordinary Red Cattle breeders at their farms 

as well as cities, companies and landscapes Germany is famous for! 

Program 

June 19th 

Flight from Trondheim to Billund, Denmark 

Shuttle bus transfer to Schleswig, Germany 

Overnight stay at the „Hotel Waldschlösschen“, Schleswig 
 

June 20th 

Farmvisit at Wiebke & Vinzenz Andersen, Rosgaard 

Lunch at Christina & Hans-Wilhelm Schlüter´s 

Farmvisit at Markus Fuschera-Petersen, Fahrdorf 

Transfer to Hamburg and overnight stay at the „Hotel Europäischer Hof“ 

 

June 21rst 

Optional sightseeing tour in Hamburg and free time for shopping 

Another overnight stay in Hamburg, “Hotel Europäischer Hof” 
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June 22nd 

Transfer to Wolfsburg and visit of the        AUTOSTADT 

and          factory  

Transfer to Wernigerode in the Harz Mountains and 

overnight stay at “Hotel Gothisches Haus” 

 

June 23rd 

Sightseeing in Wernigerode and the Harz mountains 

Farmvisit “German Red Beef Cattle” 

Another overnight stay at ”Hotel Gothisches Haus” 
 

June 24th 

Transfer to the Siegen- Wittgenstein area in western Germany 

Overnight stay at “Romantikhotel Landhotel Doerr”, Bad Laasphe 

 

June 25th 

Farmvisit at Dieter Wagener & family, Netphen 

Lunch en route and transfer back to Hamburg 

The IRBDF post conference tour ends in Hamburg on June 25th, but we strongly recommend to book another 

overnight stay at the “Hotel Europäischer Hof” before you travel on or travel back home. 

 

Price for the post tour to Germany: 

750 € per single bedroom/ 990€ per double bedroom 

Included are six overnight stays and breakfasts, the costs for the transfer from Billund onwards until we are 

back in Hamburg on June 25th and all entrance fees. 
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We´re in eager anticipation to welcome you at IRDBF post conference tour ´16! 



If you would like to register to the IRDBF post conference 

tour Germany, June 2016... 

... please send an email to c.tordsen@rsheg.de with the following informations: 

1. Your name and your complete post address 

2. Would you like to stay in a single or a double bedroom? 

3. If you have chosen a double bedroom, please tell us the contact details of the second person 

4. Should we organise an additional overnight stay in Hamburg, „Hotel Europäischer Hof“,                         

for you after the end of the IRDBF post conference tour on June 25th 2016? 

(The additional night in Hamburg will cost 170€ per double bedroom) 

! Please note that the deadline for the registration is Thursday, March 31st ! 

 

We are looking forward to your registration and are in eager anticipation to welcome you in                                                                                               

Germany for the IRDBF post conference tour 2016! 
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